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ties  with  populations kept small by restricted habitats survive and that
some habitats themselves are restored. Such conservation applications are
not simply technology. Ultimately, they will provide decisive tests of con-
servation biology’s understanding of the way nature works.
William Conway
New York Zoological Society
Bronx, New York 10460 U.S.A.
Erratum:
An author, Raymond Sauvajot,  was inadvertently omitted from a paper “Reconstructed Dynamics  of
Rapid Extinctions of Chaparral-Requiring Birds on Urban Habitat IslamIs,”  pubhshed in  the preceding
issue (Volume 2, No. 1) The list of authors was correct in the Contents section of the issue. The
correct list  of authors and addresses is:
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’ Cowespondence to these authors should be sent care of Michael E Soulk.
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